Spinal navigation in tumor surgery of the thoracic spine: first clinical results.
In this clinical study, the accuracy of computed tomography-based and computer-guided decompression and insertion of pedicle screws in patients who have had tumor-related posterior surgery of the thoracic spine was evaluated. Eight patients with advanced metastatic disease were treated surgically using a posterior approach with the assistance of an optoelectronic navigation system. Postoperative computed tomography scans were obtained for all patients and provided information regarding decompression and transpedicle implant localization. In all eight patients accurate decompression of the spinal canal was seen. Using the navigation system, 22 of 26 scheduled transpedicle screws were inserted using computer guidance. Eighty-six percent (19 of 22) of the navigated pedicle screws were positioned centrally in the bone. Initial results indicate that computer-aided frameless navigation in tumor surgery of the thoracic spine is a safe system to improve surgical performance during posterior decompression and transpedicle stabilization. Although computed tomography-based computer-assisted spinal navigation is important, the system is not 100% accurate. Therefore, application of the navigation system should be restricted to experienced surgeons who can continue the operation using a conventional approach. Finally, detailed knowledge of the principles of the tracking systems is necessary to prevent possible misinterpretation of information provided by the computer.